
Why Choose Custom Shaped Rug Carpet Floor Mat?

 

1. High Quality: It is made of nylon surface and rubber backing, a truly durable
entry mat, very suitable for indoor and outdoor use, new design and trendy floor
mats.

 

2. Multi-functional: You can put it at the door as a welcome mat, which is
fashionable and beautiful, and can be used in the living room, bedroom, study
room, outdoor, dining room, kitchen, bathroom, balcony, and children's room.

 

Item Name Custom Shaped Rug Carpet Floor Mat

Pile Material Nylon(450gsm, 600gsm, 700gsm & 950gsm)

Backing Material Normal Rubber or Nitrile Rubber

MOQ 1pc

Lead Time 30-40days

Colors Up to 12 colors per design

Technics Cut Pile, Inkjet Printing

Functions Home decorations, entrance door mat, hotel
carpet, etc.
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FAQ

Q: How is your reputation in the carpet industry?
A: We're a professional supplier of customized floor mat in China, our customers
are from all over the world, enjoying good reputation in America, Europe, etc..,
and we are also the supplier to many famous brands including Levis, Subway,
Honda, Vans, Boost Mobile, etc... 

 

Q: What is the printing process? 

A: This carpet are inkjeted printed by ChromoJet machine from ZIMMER in Austria.



 

Q: Can you offer a sample?

A: Yes, we can make samples for our customers first before the bulk order.
Sometimes we also offer a free stock sample for quality evaluation.

 

Q: About printing size accuracy problem?

A: As the fabric is flexible, we can't make the logo size exactly same as your
design, we will try our best to match it as close as possible.

 

Q: Is it possible to make exactly the same color?

A: Different materials bring different visual effects, so sometimes it is difficult to
be exactly the same, and we can only approach it according to the customer's
design as much as possible.


